ABSTRACT
that the potency of the neutralizing antibody (NAb) response to autologous viruses would modulate 23 viral dynamics in env following superinfection in a limited set of superinfection cases. HIV-1 env 24 pyrosequencing data were generated from blood plasma collected from 7 individuals with evidence of 25 superinfection. Viral variants within each patient were screened for recombination and viral dynamics 26 evaluated using nucleotide diversity. NAb responses to autologous viruses were evaluated before and 27 after superinfection. In 4 individuals, the superinfecting strain replaced the original strain. In 2 28 individuals, both initial and superinfecting strains continued to co-circulate. In the final individual, the 29 surviving lineage was the product of inter-strain recombination. NAb responses to autologous viruses 30 were weak or absent for 6 of the 7 recently infected individuals at the time of and shortly following 31 superinfection that were detected within the first 2 years of HIV-1 infection. These 6 individuals had 32
INTRODUCTION

40
Human Infectious Virus type 1 (HIV-1) superinfection is the reinfection of a previously infected 41 individual with a distinct heterologous viral strain. This process allows viral recombination to occur 42 between distantly related strains and may facilitate immune evasion (1, 2), development of drug 43 resistance (3), and disease progression (4-6). Moreover, new circulating recombinant forms 44 complicate vaccine development by expanding global viral diversity (7, 8) . HIV-1 superinfection 45 appears to occur more often early in infection and is associated with a weaker and immature immune 46 response (9, 10). However, detection of superinfection is difficult and hinges on timing of sampling 47 and molecular evidence of a genetically distinct viral subpopulation. The recent development of more 48 sensitive next-generation sequencing techniques (e.g. ultra-deep sequencing [UDS] ) facilitate the 49 identification of cases (4, 11, 12) and permit the assessment of intra-host viral subpopulation 50
dynamics. 51
The role of neutralizing antibodies (NAb) in protection against superinfection has been supported by 52 animal models (13). Analogous to humans, superinfection in animal models has been associated with a 53 pre-existing weaker cell-mediated and humoral immune response to autologous and heterologous 54 viruses (6, 9, 14-16). The host NAb response to HIV-1 can exert strong selective pressures that can 55 drive rapid viral adaptation to escape immune recognition in env (15, 17, 18). Nonetheless, factors that 56 modulate intra-host viral evolution after superinfection has occurred have not been well characterized. 57
Here, we investigated the potential role of autologous NAb response in driving viral evolution of HIV-58 1 superinfection in seven superinfected individuals followed longitudinally. 59 METHODS dilution of plasma that produces 50% inhibition of virus replication. A threshold ID 50 titer of 20 was 112 used to identify significant NAb responses (Table 4) (Fig. 1) . 141
142
Intrahost viral dynamics and evolution 143
As expected, phylogenetic analysis of the combined datasets showed well-supported clades for each 144 individual (data not shown), and original and superinfecting lineages were observed in each 145 individual. In subject G5, we found evidence for a recombination event (breakpoint at position 227 146 lineages for individual G5. These phylogenetic patterns within the first env region derived from either 157 the original or the superinfecting lineage were highly supported (posterior probability P=1) (Fig. 3) . 158
Interestingly, the tree topology for subject R5 ( and superinfecting lineages occurred, except for subjects K9 and K6 for whom sufficient RT 169 sequences were not available (Table S1 ). The limited numbers of gag sequences available for most of 170 individuals did not permit inference in this coding region. 171
Viral dynamics and autologous neutralizing antibody response 172
Next, we considered the relationship between viral evolution and autologous NAb development during 173 the period of observation. The mean env nucleotide diversity of the sampled HIV RNA population was 174 measured at each time point sampled and within each subject. The global mean viral diversity within 175 each subject varied from 0.02 to 0.07 (Table 3) . Neutralizing activity of antibody in each individual's 176 plasma sample against autologous contemporaneous pseudoviruses was then evaluated, and NAb ID 50 177 titers were generated for 3 to 7 time points per participant (Table 4) . Consistent with the detection of 178 superinfection, maximum viral diversity for each participant was observed at the time of 179 on January 1, 2018 by guest http://jvi.asm.org/ Downloaded from superinfection and at the time of recombination for subject G5 (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, mean NAb titers 180 to autologous viruses at the time of and shortly following superinfection were barely detectable for six 181 of the seven subjects. Specifically at the time of superinfection, the ID 50 titers for participants K6 and 182 D2 were the lowest at 15 and 18, respectively, while for K9, P2, S1 and R5, ID 50 titers ranged from 51 183 to 291. However, a strong NAb response to the autologous contemporaneous viral population was 184 observed at the time of superinfection for G5 (mean ID 50 =1480) ( Table 4 ). Participant G5 also 185 displayed high viral diversity within env at the two latest time points available (with respective mean 186 diversity of 0.14 and 0.09) where recombination events were observed. Taken together, these 187 associated virologic and antibody data suggests that higher levels of autologous NAb drives viral 188 recombination after superinfection has occurred. 
haplotypes in a set of reads generated by UDS raises computational and analytical problems. Using 214 computational and statistical procedures for haplotype reconstruction and haplotype frequency, our 215 study confirms the potential benefits of UDS for the analysis of the genetic diversity of viral 216 populations. With these methods, we observed that the highest amount of env diversity was associated 217 with the identification of superinfecting events for all the individuals. Interestingly, it also confirmed 218 the possibility that two distinct super-infections with two different strains occurred within subject R5, 219 as suggested by both highlighter plots (Fig.2 ) and tree topology (Fig. 3A) For subject G5 for whom we 220 were able to identify a putative recombination event within env arising at the latest time points, 221 corresponding with an increase in observed viral diversity. Despite the limited size of this study, these 222 observations demonstrate that this computational strategy can be used to evaluate the viral dynamics 223 occurring during superinfection. 224
In summary, the humoral response can exert very strong selective pressures on HIV-1 and can drive 225 rapid viral escape (15, 18). In this study, we confirmed that humoral immune selection pressure is also 226 associated with viral recombination and likely NAb escape, similar to previous reports during CTL 227 pressure (36). Such immune-driven viral recombination may also make superinfection harder to detect 228 by homogenizing the circulating viral population, and this observation may explain why the detection 229 of superinfection has typically been associated with low autologous NAb titers (9). 230 Table 3 . Overall mean viral diversity within env region across the 7 superinfected subjects The mean value within each individuals and the range (minimum and maximum) are indicated. Latest time point for subject D2 (under antiretroviral therapy) was removed.
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